The quasistatie method was compared with a direct finitedifference method of solving two-dimensional, thermal reaetot~a nsient problems with thermal-hydraulicfeedback. Calculations using both metbds Mere perfomed for a eylind~ieal (P-z), D20-mode~ated and -cooled, uranium- 
INTRODUCTION
An important aspect in the design and safe operation of a nuclear reactor is the behavior of a reactor in a transient, or nonsteady state, condition. The models currently used to describe the neutronic and thermal-hydraulic transient characteristics of a reactor consist of a rather sophisticated set of coupled partial differential equations. Conventional direct finite-differencemethods are usually used to convert the differential equations to algebraic equations which are amenable for solution with the aid of a digital computer.
If the differential models involve two or three spatial dimensions (e.g., r-z or r-z-e), the number of resulting algebraic equations can be extremely large, involving as many Previous work has also indicated that the quasistatic method could provide a significant savings in computing costs relative to the direct finite-differencemethod for large two-and threedimensional problems, although no definite conclusions could be drawn because most of the work involved only small one-dimensional problems, In addition, most of the previous work involving comparisons of the quasistatic method with the direct finite-difference method included only the neutronic models. The thermal-hydraulic models, commonly referred to as feedback, were not included in the calculations.
The primary objective of this work is to investigate the accuracy of the quasistatic method for solving two-dimensional, thermal (heavy-water type) reactor transient problems with feedback. A secondary objective is to investigate the computing efficiency of a computer code which uses the method. The basis of comparison for both accuracy and computing efficiency is a code which uses a direct finite-differencemethod of solution.11
Both the quasistatic code and the direct method code used in this work were developed for use primarily as research tools.lz
THEORETICAL MODEL
The time-dependent, in two-dimensional (r-z) multienergy-group geometry are used diffusion equations in this work to describe the neutronic behavior of a nuclear reactor. In matrix notation, these equations arẽ
AICi(Z,t) +~(;,t) i=l and
where r is the position vector, t is time, and V is the gradient -1 operator.~is a G x G diagonal matrix containing the inverse velocities for G energy groups. A doubly underlined quantity denotes G x G square matrix, a singly underlined quantity denotes G x 1 matrix, and a scalar is denoted by a quantity with no underline. @ is the flux vector, : is the diffusion coefficient (diagonal) matrix, and $ is the removal plus inscattering matrix.
B is the delayed neutron fraction, % is the prompt neutron fission spectrum, and FT denotes the transpose of the production cross section vector. M denotes the nmber of delayed neutron precursor families, xi is the delayed neutron fission spectrum, and Ai is the decay constant for precursor family i. Ci is the precursor density for precursor family i, S is the external neutron source vector, and Bi is the delayed neutron fraction for precursor family i.~,~, and FT are functions %-of the thermal-hydraulic state of the reactor. The thermal-hydraulic feedback equations in turn depend directly on the flux vector in Equations 1 and 2. The spatially dependent feedback equations used in this work describe one-and two-phase flow, primary system pressure, fuel assembly heat transfer and hydraulics, and external primary coolant loop.
The quasistatic method is concerned primarily with the treatment of the neutronic equations. The treatment of the feedback equations is the same in both the quasistatic and the direct method. Hence, a detailed discussion of the feedback equations is not included in this paper.
THE QUASISTATIC METHOD
The fundamental assumption in the quasistatic method is that the flux vector may be separated into the product of a shape function that is slowly varying with time,~(;,t), and a more rapidly varying amplitude function, T(t), as shown below:
u is a weight function and P is adjusted so that y = 1 at t = O. _ that is usually selected to be the unperturbed steady state adjoint solution of Equation 1 and integrating over the reactor volume yield, after some rearrangement, the following equations:
y,y-ly = constant -Equation 1 may also be expressed as
-6- (7) where~=~(;,t) and Ci = Ci(;,t). Integrating Equation 2 from . .
initial time, tO to t gives 
The L iteration in the above procedure results in a converged value of y and a converged shape function 0. This procedure has been used successfully in the quasistatic codes developed at SRL.
A general description of the solution algorithm is outlined below:
1. Assume everything is knom at time tn_l.
2. Extrapolate $ linearly with respect to time from 3. Solve the feedback equations out to t', using time step f size At .
4. Evaluate P,~, A, and Bi at t; using their inner product definitions.
5. Interpolate P,~, A, and~i between tn~and t; at the tk points.
6. Solve Equation 5 and evaluate a:, by out to t;. 7. Update Ci(~,t) to t = t; using Equation 11. 8, Ift:<t n, go to next t' point and repeat Steps 3-7. for each case that is presented. The time step size AtJ for computing the inner products P,~, A, and~i is also a variable of interest that is defined for each case.
The power traces for both transients are presented in Figure 2 ; the scale on the left is for Transient 1, and the scale on the right, which is logarithmic, is for Transient 2. The results in Figure 2 were obtained with both methods for a time interval between shape calculations, At (or flux calculations in the case of the direct method code) equal to 0.05 sec. In other words the methods give identical results with At = 0.05 sec. The time step AtJ in the quasistatic calculation is also equal to 0.05 sec.
In Table 1 , the average percent error in power versus time step size is presented for Transient 1, the transient with the strong spatial effects, The spatial effects may be observed in Table 2 in which values of spatial tilt, where tilt is defined in Figure 3 , are presented at the beginning, the middle, and near the end of the transient for various values of At. The base case for comparison purposes in Table 1 
2.
3.
The results of this study support the following conclusions:
The quasistatic method is capable of producing highly accurate results, relative to the direct finite-differencemethod, for two-dimensional thermal reactor transients with feedback.
The quasistatic method offers the flexibility of using larger time steps between shape calculations without encountering numerical problems than the direct method.
The quasistatic and direct method codes used in this work are comparable with respect to accuracy and computing costs except for transients with weak spatial effects. For such transients, much larger time steps can be used in the quasistatic code than in the direct method code to achieve a specified accuracy which, in turn, provides a considerable savings in computing costs. Numericaldifficulties encountered. 
